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“Dear Diary, my teen-angst bullshit now has a body count,” says Veronica Sawyer.

Long before “Mean Girls” was ever a thing, there was “Heathers.” Playing now through July 2 at the

Beck Center for the Arts, “Heathers – The Musical” proves to be a delicious pot of poisonous teen

angst.

The musical is based on the the 1989 cult film “Heathers,” starring Winona Ryder and Christian Slater.
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The queen bees of Westerberg High School in Sherwood, Ohio do what they do best: look down on

everyone around them. Heather Chandler (Kayla Heichel), Heather McNamara (Amy Kohmescher),

and Heather Duke (Tia Karaplis) are rich, spoiled and vicious. Football stars Ram Sweeney (Riley

Ewing) and Kurt Kelly (Jonathan Walker White) are the hot, young clueless popular guys that make

their cruel crowd complete.

What chance does anyone else stand against these cool kids? Surely unpopular, glasses-wearing

geek Martha Dunnstock (Molly Millsaps) and underlings like her are nothing but bugs to be crushed.

In a world of losers, posers, geeks and nerds, who can survive?

And so we meet Veronica Sawyer (Madeline Krucek) – the average nobody whose only crime is, well,

not being anybody. She manages to infiltrate “The Heathers” clique, only to get swept into a pool of

nastiness that she never imagined. Around this time, she also meets trench coat-wearing JD (Shane

Lonergan), a loner with a destructive dad and a dark past.

Director Scott Spence has assembled a cool cast, and has successfully translated the movie to a fun

stage story. The musical does a good job of keeping in some of the movie's classic lines and

elements, while bringing in new surprises that make it relevant for live performance.

There are hilarious moments of farce mixed in with honest and moving moments of vulnerability and

love. It’s an odd combination of brash and bawdy meets real feelings and emotions.

The actors grab this piece by the (blue) balls! The Heather trio of Heichel, Kohmescher, and Karaplis is

hysterically catty. Their acting brings out the need to simultaneously b**** slap AND to hug the

characters - a fantastic feat! Those girls do exist in high school, and it is delightful to see them call the

audience to either associate with them, or with the “losers” of their class.

Krucek is a wonderful Veronica. Her layers of positivity mixed with the need to belong make her

likeable, and the audience can empathize with her while her world blows up (literally) around her. She

makes you want to root for murder… ALMOST.

Lonergan is a slick JD, bringing an in-the-shadows feel to the character that comes across like a

smoldering fire. It seems like his anger is about to light up, yet it sits just beneath the surface. There’s

always the question – will the heat die out? Or will it burst into flame? Can Veronica tame it? Or will it

consume them? The duo has some touching moments, and their song "Our Love is God" is powerful,

in a twisted way.

There are too many fun moments to call out all of them, but a few include Amiee Collier’s hippie-

grooving “Shine a Light” song, and the oh-my-god-did-that-just-happen duo of Paul Floriano (playing

Kurt’s Dad) and Matthew Wright (playing Ram’s Dad) performing the hit, “My Dead Gay Son.” Also -

hats off to Ewing and White for being brave enough to run around in their underwear.

Trad A Burns’ locker-based set theme and colorful lights match well with Aimee Kluiber’s retro
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costumes, Carlton Guc’s sound, and Martín Céspedes’ choreography. Musical Director Larry

Goodpaster and the band get a nod for pulling together the melodies.

The only complaint would be that the actual music doesn’t feel like it came from 1989. Laurence

O’Keefe and Kevin Murphy’s book and lyrics are fitting, but the music is actually more “today” than

late 80s. But overall the show has a fun, upbeat feel… in a damaged kind of way.

Not for the little ones, this show contains language, sex and violence. “Heathers – The Musical” plays

in the Studio Theatre of the Beck Center for the Arts in Lakewood now through July 2, 2016. You can

purchase tickets online by visiting www.beckcenter.org, or by calling Customer Service at

216.521.2540 x10. Tickets are $31 for adults, $27 for seniors (65 and older), and $12 for students with a

valid I.D. A $3 service fee per ticket will be applied at time of purchase.
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